Physician Leadership and Burnout: The Need for Agency; A Qualitative Study of an Academic Institution
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Purpose: Organizational approaches to physician burnout are limited. Training physician leaders to influence the organizational environment is a growing area of study. This study explored perceived physician leadership behaviors in response to burnout from the viewpoint of faculty physicians not in formal leadership positions. Understanding physician leadership behaviors from the viewpoint of those being led can inform organizational strategy and leadership training to address physician burnout.

Subjects and Methods: Interview requests were sent to 70 randomly identified faculty physicians from a roster containing all 1145 physician faculty that excluded the Pediatric Department, at an academic health care institution in Southern California. The first ten respondents were asked to participate in a 30-to-40-minute semi-structured virtual interview via Zoom. The interviewees were asked two questions pertaining to burnout and their perception of how leadership responded. The two questions were “What has leadership done to address burnout?” and “If you had five minutes to advise your leaders on burnout, what would you say?” The recorded interviews were transcribed, redacted, and then sent to two reviewers. Thematic analysis through iterative coding was completed, and categories were constructed that aligned with the two interview questions.

Results: Overall, five themes were identified. These themes were organized according to the interview questions and broadly categorized as physician leadership behaviors observed that corresponded to the interview question of what leadership had done to address burnout and physician leadership behaviors desired corresponding to the second interview question of what advice should be given. Leadership behaviors observed in the context of burnout included three themes; referral to individual wellness programs, increased number of meetings and events, and a lack of agency in addressing wellness issues. The two themes of leadership behaviors desired were the obtainment of more resources and the granting of greater appreciation and recognition for work done through enhanced communication.

Conclusion: This small study of faculty physician perceptions of leadership behaviors identified several themes that had been identified in previous studies of leadership and burnout; need for relationship building through communication, need for resources to address work issues, and referral to wellness programs. However, the identification of a lack of agency in addressing factors in the wellness environment has not been identified in the previous burnout and physician leadership literature. Further study into the causes of this perceived lack of agency should be explored. Understanding the root causes of physician leaders’ lack of agency can further inform physician leadership education as an organizational approach to burnout.
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Introduction

A general review of reported factors and sources of physician burnout reveals a complex mix of issues that range from problems with patient care delivery and resources, relationships with colleagues and leaders, and individual resiliency. Burnout can be viewed as a diminished state of wellness that is characterized by emotional exhaustion, depersonalization,
and lack of accomplishment.³ Burnout is considered an emotional state that develops chronically over time in response to work-related issues and is distinguishable from depression, as the latter can also result from non-work-related factors, such as a poor home life. Job dissatisfaction, similarly, though correlated with burnout, may not have the components of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, or lack of accomplishment.⁴ Therefore, burnout can be viewed as a distinct work-related condition that is a component of wellness but is distinct from other measures of wellness including job dissatisfaction, depression, and disengagement. Admittedly, the conceptual and operational understanding of wellness is not well delineated and can often include elements of mental, social, physical, and integrated aspects such as meaning in work in its understanding.⁵ Despite this ambiguity, measurements of burnout predominate in the physician wellness literature and are often a significant component of many health care wellness studies.

The consequences of physician burnout include increased physician turnover, poor patient care, diminished personal health, higher medical error rates, compromised patient safety, and increased cost to organizations and the general health care system.⁶,⁷ Therefore, effective interventions into burnout and wellness have been sought and are divided into individual-based approaches (ie, wellness programs) and organizational approaches (ie, work hour limitations).⁸ Extant organizational approaches toward improving physician wellness that include support for individual wellness programs, enhancing feelings of belonging in the workplace through values alignment and social events, and procuring needed resources to allow for efficient and effective health care delivery, may not be adequate to optimally address the physician burnout epidemic.⁹–¹⁰ Adaptive solutions to complex problems such as physician burnout will require a combination of these approaches from physician leadership including change initiatives aimed at the wellness environment. Physician leadership influence on the work environment, therefore, is a vital component of organizational strategies geared toward improving physician burnout and wellness.

Physician leadership behaviors demonstrate a strong correlation with wellness and burnout in those physicians being led.⁹,¹¹,¹² Most of the literature on effective physician leadership behaviors that lead to improved wellness focus on the leadership category of relationship building.¹⁰ Relationship building may not be the only category of leadership behavior that is important for wellness; leadership change behaviors in obtaining resources or optimizing processes and task accomplishment may also be important.¹³,¹⁴ Relationship-based behaviors that attend to the growth and concerns of individuals, individual and organizational values alignment, and engagement of faculty in decision-making have been extensively studied and represent the predominant components of the relational category of physician leadership that correlate with wellness. However, non-relational leadership behaviors, including task accomplishment or change management, have neither been extensively studied nor identified in the context of burnout or wellness.

The current study aimed to delve deeper into perceived physician leadership behaviors by faculty physicians using in-depth interviews. Since many previous studies were quantitative in nature, the goal of these interviews was to gain a deeper understanding of physician faculty’s perception of physician leadership behaviors so that meaningful interventions by leaders to reduce burnout among their physician faculty could be better informed. Since an abundance of studies has already shown that leadership behaviors centered mostly around relationship building correlate with burnout in those being led, our study sought to explore how faculty understood other leadership behaviors in the context of burnout at an academic institution.

**Methods**

Between April 2021 and May 2021, all faculty physician names at this Southern California institution who practiced within the University hospital system were placed on a numbered spread sheet. The Pediatric Department was excluded as the Pediatric faculty primarily practiced at institutions outside of this Southern California institution but do have appointments within the school of medicine. Seventy faculty members from this list of the remaining 1145 names of physicians working in the hospital system were randomly identified and sent an email invitation. The numbers that corresponded to the names on the consecutively numbered list were randomly produced from an online number generator. An email request was sent to these 70 faculty members, who were given the email address of the independent interviewer. The first ten faculty respondents who were not formal physician leaders at the Chief or Chair levels of authority were offered the opportunity to participate in a 30–40-minute interview. Experiencing burnout, either self-reported or assessed through an instrument, was not a criterion for interviewee participation.
The identities of the ten participants who accepted the invitation to participate were not revealed to the transcript reviewers. The interviews were captured on Zoom videoconferencing platform (Zoom Video Communications Inc., 2020), and the recordings were stored separately in a secure platform space that was not accessible to the reviewers.

The research question: “How do faculty physicians understand and perceive their physician leader’s response to burnout?” was explored using semi-structured interviews. The two interview questions that corresponded to the research question and follow-up questions were designed to help elucidate how faculty understand their physician leader’s response to burnout. Therefore, the following interview questions were designed to explore faculty’s understanding of what leadership behaviors were observed by faculty physicians and what behaviors were desired by faculty physicians in the context of burnout. The specific interview questions were as follows:

- “What has leadership done to address burnout?”
- “If you had five minutes to advise your leaders on burnout, what would you say?”

These interview questions were delivered and conducted by an independent interviewer trained in qualitative research who was not affiliated with the institution being studied. The follow-up questions to the interview questions were left to the interviewer’s discretion with clarification that the immediate supervising physician leader was the subject of the interview questions. The interviewer was instructed to redact the transcript for any identifying information and to deliver the redacted transcript to two reviewers for thematic analysis.

Thematic analysis was used in this study. Analyzing qualitative data typically involves coding the data and identifying themes that help to answer research questions. An “in vivo” coding approach, which is an inductive process that draws emergent or open coding from within the data or literature, was used in this study.15 The transcripts were reviewed independently by two researchers using the Atlas TI coding scheme following an inductive iterative method within the context of the research question.16 After codes were identified, these codes were categorized within the context of the research question, and themes were developed. Frequency of themes was reported only after coding and themes were generated (Tables 1 and 2). This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Southern California and the participants provided written informed consent for publication of their responses (Study # UP-20-01358).

**Results**

Five themes were generated from the interview transcripts that addressed the research question and aligned with the two interview questions. Codes were organized around the interview questions, and themes were generated from these codes (Appendix 1). Three themes aligned with interview question number one, and two themes aligned with interview question number two and were labeled as leadership behaviors observed and leadership behaviors desired, respectively. Each theme was presented with representative quotations with narrative context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Perceived Leadership Behaviors Observed in Response to Faculty Burnout (N = 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Themes</strong></td>
<td><strong>Frequency (%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaders Lack Agency</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaders Communicate More Frequently</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Leadership Behaviors Observed
Our faculty’s understanding of their physician leaders’ behavior in the context of faculty burnout converged on themes directed at attempts to enhance communication, referral to existing wellness programs, or a complete lack of agency in affecting the work environment.

Leaders Lack Agency
One description of physician leadership behaviors identified in response to burnout reflected the idea that leaders lack agency, described also as an inability or unwillingness, to address the pressing factors that led to burnout. Interviewee number 4, for example, in discussing items such as patient scheduling flexibility described how leaders demonstrate genuine concern, but “sometimes they can’t do a lot about it” (Table 1). Similarly, interviewee number 7 cited an instance when additional on-line compliance training was required in addition to greater administrative work activities and lamented “well they can’t do anything about it, they are not the ones coming through” (Table 1). These two examples demonstrate a perception of a lack of agency as a leadership behavior in dealing with common burnout factors, including flexibility in scheduling and extraneous work, implying that either their physician leaders do not have the decision-making authority (power) to make decisions or, if they do, are unwilling to address these factors leading to burnout. Interviewee number 3 discussed how leadership “engages in meetings and conversations” and “might say well I will bring that up to the higher up’s and we’ll see what we can do”, however “they can’t always change it”. This latter interviewee appreciated the advocacy in addressing burnout that was related to altering the clinic schedule but did not perceive any appreciable effects of change.

Leaders Communicate More Frequently
Communication, both through individual and group meetings, emerged as a common leadership behavior demonstrated by physician leaders. Several participants indicated their leaders would host regular meetings where they would try to
address concerns raised by faculty. Some of the participants acknowledged that though their leaders seem to care or have empathy, there are issues that “are going to be impossible to address” (Interviewee number 2) and that leaders see an issue “but they can’t always change it” (Interviewee number 3). Communication was also demonstrated by leaders through the hosting of more social events according to interviewee number 8 “I think they try… zoom social events… Uber eats” (Table 1).

Overall, most of the faculty acknowledged an appreciation of gestures to conduct more group and individual meetings. These leadership behaviors were felt to inspire motivation among the participants due to their respective leader’s genuine concern for their welfare. These behaviors were welcomed by the participants who identified them as “present”. Additionally, these behaviors are distinguishable from the lack of agency discussed by other participants, where most of the reactions were negative when a lack of agency was described.

Leaders Refer Faculty to Wellness Programs

When describing other leadership behaviors demonstrated by physician leaders in response to burnout, the interviewees described referrals or suggestions for participation in wellness programs. Many of the interviewees identified that their leadership would either individually or collectively encourage participation in wellness programs both as a prevention or therapeutic intervention.

Others describe referrals to wellness programs in a more general sense where the upper leadership made wellness programs available to the faculty. In a comment about the usefulness and availability of these programs, interviewee number 9 discussed how on a group and organizational level, communications with regard to wellness were readily available when they mentioned how “overall as an institution I do see our institution trying to create a better environment for people to prevent burnout”. They continued to state that these resources were useful. Others were more skeptical of the value of wellness programs, “I think … they would emphasize wellness tips and talks … I am not sure how helpful these are … in a theoretical and in a well-being sense” (Table 1).

The interview data suggests that leaders respond to burnout by referring to institutional wellness programs. This action by physician leaders led to mixed reviews from the participants in terms of effectiveness. The overall sentiment from the participants seems to view this leadership behavior as helpful but not significantly impactful on burnout. Many of the interviewees seemed to view wellness programs in a very abstract sense in that they were sponsored by the institution but not necessarily by their immediate leadership.

Leadership Behaviors Desired

The leadership behaviors desired centered on two themes: Relational Support and Resource Obtainment. Relational Support included communication, moral support, and increasing efforts to include faculty in the decision-making process. Resource obtainment alluded to greater compensation for extra work done, more labor resources, and more time or resources to aid in childcare.

Leaders Should Provide Relational Support

Leadership behaviors or actions recommended or desired by participants reiterated many of the leadership behaviors observed by faculty in this sample. These categorical themes centered on communication, moral support, and community.

An associated group of leadership behaviors that were expressed as desired among the participants addressed the idea of leaders making them feel included and involved in the decision-making process. Interviewee number 10, referring to the feeling that leadership is not being transparent, recommended that listening, communicating, and being transparent are needed of leaders. Interviewee number 10 went on to say that people need to “feel like they are being heard and included in the decisions and being talked to instead of being talked at”. Interview number 1, expressing a feeling of being ignored, also described frustrations in immediate communication in stating that leaders should know “what is really going on”. Finally, interviewee number 6 discussed how giving constructive feedback to trainees should start by building trust through mentorship, so that those mentees understand that “honest feedback” is for their benefit and growth.

In conclusion, relationships that were built through communication, feeling heard, acceptance into the group, and inclusion in non-work activities represent a group of leadership behaviors that were desired of physician leaders.
These noted behaviors occurred in several contexts including individual meetings, group meetings, and social events. These behaviors that attempted to build relationships were identified as desirable by the interviewees.

**Leaders Should Obtain Additional Resources**

Obtaining additional resources was a common theme for many of the faculty participants. Physicians referred to compensation in many forms, especially monetary compensation for work done, but also through providing clerical help to drive efficiency. Interviewee number 3, in the context of expectations for physicians to answer emails from both patients and administrators, stated, “I would say figure out a way to compensate, those of us in primary care … because remember we asked for raises”.

Interviewee number 9 emphasized the need for proactive compensatory assessments when it is related that a researcher on the team is working extra hard and is deserving of some compensation in the form of not just monetary compensation but by giving a title to grant more empowerment: “you know you can’t get bonuses in these types of positions, so you can change your job title so without telling her I am looking into changing their job title to a different category” (Table 2).

Technical or clerical support was also mentioned by two other interviewees as something they desired leaders to provide. In dealing with the high clinical workload and lack of support in clinic, interviewee number 7 described how nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and scribes could help the clinic move much easier and could take the writing load off physicians “so that it is no longer on your own back to do all these patient notes yourself”. Finally, interviewee number 8 described how leadership could provide more resources and assistance in the form of “childcare (for) sick kids, and work that is satisfying”. Interviewee number 4 similarly alluded to a theme where more time resources could be allocated like a “wellness day like Kaiser” for the faculty to account for the unexpected time demands of clinical work.

These allusions to leadership behaviors desired in the form of providing resources were a commonly cited theme by our faculty interviewees. From the perspective of the participants, the provision of additional resources could be time, additional labor, or compensation for additional work activities performed. Overall, these additional resources were felt to add not only to the effectiveness and efficiency of clinics but also to the well-being of physicians in helping to reduce their burnout.

**Discussion**

Expected leadership behaviors by physicians are not limited to relationship building activities, but also task accomplishment and change behaviors. 

Yukl’s useful categorization of leadership behaviors has been used in several health care studies to describe health care leadership behaviors and is helpful in interpreting the findings of our study. The categories of relationship building, task accomplishment, and change behaviors can be used to frame the thematic responses of our faculty (Table 3). In answer to the question of leadership behaviors that were desired, our faculty identified additional resources in the form of clerical help, job crafting, and provider help as important expectations that leaders should provide. In addition, those leadership behaviors desired also centered on the theme of enhanced communication to build morale. When queried about what leadership behaviors were observed, our faculty identified reactive behaviors such as referral to wellness courses or

**Table 3 Interpretation of Expected, Desired, and Observed Leadership Behaviors and Agency**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior Category (Expected Behaviors)</th>
<th>Leadership Behaviors Desired</th>
<th>Leadership Behaviors Observed</th>
<th>Agency Behaviors Present?</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>More meetings and events reflected leadership behaviors observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Utilizing Known Existing Resources</td>
<td>Referral to Wellness Programs</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Referral to Wellness courses, or wellness was observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>Obtaining additional resources</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No**</td>
<td>No perceptible leadership behaviors of change were observed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table illustrates the agency gap between those leadership behaviors desired and leadership behaviors observed. Using Yukl’s leadership taxonomy, one could conclude that in the **Relations** behavioral category, no agency gap exists. However, in the **Change** category, a clear gap exists in leadership agency. *Most components of agency exhibited (intent, plan, adapting), and perceptible effects were observed by faculty. **One statement on advocacy (intent), but no other components of agency described, and no perceptible desirable effects were observed.
relationship-based behavior that included social events and more frequent meetings as a response to burnout. None of the interviewees witnessed behaviors that procured additional resources that could lead to change to prevent future burnout. The absence of these additional favorable leadership response behaviors has not been adequately described in the health care literature in the context of burnout or wellness. Instead, task accomplishment and change behaviors have been discussed mostly in the context of performance and outcome studies.\textsuperscript{23,24} Since many of the needed organizational changes identified that lead to physician wellness (ie, compensation for clerical tasks related to the electronic health record and additional needed resources such as scribes) require organizational attainment of additional resources that often rely on systems or organizational reprioritization, change behaviors by physician leaders are of growing importance in convincingly advocating or implementing change objectives related to a culture of wellness.\textsuperscript{13,25,26} Therefore, physician leadership agency in accomplishing wellness objectives may require more than just relationship skills.

Before discussing agency, it is useful to define the role expectations of physician leadership in the health care system. Since perceived physician leadership performance is related to the expectations of those physicians being led; it is important to understand those elements of good physician leadership that is expected. In one qualitative international study, 50 physicians from various ranks including residents, specializing physicians, department chairs, and division chiefs granted interviews.\textsuperscript{19} Physician leaders were expected to display relational skills that include empathy, social skills, two-way communication skills, collegial respect, and medical expertise. In addition, good physician leadership included an understanding of and influence on the working conditions that allowed other physicians to practice optimally including obtaining and maintaining the resources needed for operations to run smoothly.\textsuperscript{27} Other studies extend expectations of a physician leader’s scope of responsibility to include organizational clinical performance goals (ie, safety and cardiac mortality rates) and traditional business performance goals (ie, financial goals or hospital rankings).\textsuperscript{23,28} Although reference to business performance and hospital rankings were not contained in the narratives of our study in the context of burnout, many of the relational behaviors such as more meetings and events, were identified (Table 3). The relational aspect of leadership in response to burnout therefore seems to be prevalent in our faculty’s understanding of their physician leaders’ behaviors and appears to meet the desired expectations of faculty.

Task accomplishment in addition to relationship behaviors, however, is also expected of leaders. A recent systematic review of physician role responsibilities using the Theory of Expert Leadership framework demonstrated that expected physician leadership behaviors extended to strategic decision-making in guiding the direction of hospital policy in both clinical measures such as safety as well as business measures in terms of financial performance.\textsuperscript{18} Like previous studies, these physician leadership behaviors that should be displayed in the context of these extended roles were categorized as task-oriented and relationship-oriented behaviors. Thus, the behavioral range of physician leaders as defined in this systematic review included task-related behaviors focused on organizational goals and relational behaviors aimed at addressing the needs of physicians being led. Change-related behaviors by physician leaders were alluded to as an additional theme but were not clearly delineated as an expected behavior in this review. In our study, our faculty physicians expect their physician leaders to show not only relational behaviors but also task accomplishment behaviors in the form of utilizing existing resources to help with burnout (ie, wellness programs) and change behaviors in the form of implementing additional systems and resources that account for extraneous workloads resulting from a new electronic documentation system. Therefore, faculty from this Southern California institution expected all three categories of leadership behaviors. In terms of task accomplishment, one can interpret referrals to wellness programs as a behavior that at least partially met the desired expectations of faculty (Table 3).

In contrast, desired leadership change behaviors of procuring additional resources were not only absent from the narratives of our interviews but the perceptions of physician leaders lack of agency in addressing these needs was a prevalent theme in the faculty’s understanding. Agency is defined as the intentional exercise by humans of behaviors that can influence the course of events and the shaping of their lives.\textsuperscript{29} The perceived lack of agency of physician leaders can be viewed as not only ineffectual efforts in affecting change but also absence of efforts or motivation to affect change. Agency as opposed to empowerment is a more accurate description of perceived leadership behaviors since behaviors of agency are observable, unlike a leader’s psychological empowerment which has been defined as an intrinsic motivational vehicle that is less observable. As one interviewee stated, the lack of effective leadership action in addressing the wellness environment was perceived to be related to a lack of motivation when they mention how leaders’ lack of transparency in dealing with wellness issues is intentional (Appendix 1). Therefore, one can conclude that this interviewee views the leaders’ empowerment to be adequate, but the intent to change or the agency to change is absent.\textsuperscript{30} A better description of those perceived leadership behaviors that were lacking, is
better explained by behaviors of agency that include four major elements: intentionality, forethought (planning), self-reactiveness (adaptation) and self-reflection (Appendix 2).31

By extension, agency can be viewed as a cognitive and motivational construct that possesses each of these four components in affecting “the course of events” in the environment.29,31 This concept, when applied to leadership, can be used as a descriptive and analytical term for leadership behaviors that impact the work environment in producing change and task accomplishment. The concept of agency differs from the term performance because the former not only relates to the successful attainment of a defined goal but also the process and plans used to attain full or partial accomplishment of a performance goal. In our study, perceptible effects of relational behavior from physician leaders were noted, but perceptible effects in change behaviors were not (Table 3). In other words, an agency gap was less apparent in relational behaviors, but a clear gap existed in change agency both in terms of obtaining resources and engaging in the process of agency.

Studies of leadership agency in the health care environment are limited. A few studies are available in the fields of health care business and nursing leadership. Such health care business studies assessed a manager’s agency in adaptive change in response to external policy or market pressures.32 Studies in nurse leadership have researched the role of leadership empowerment of nurses being led and found that through greater empowerment of nurses; autonomy and agency resulted.33 However, no studies have examined the concept of agency in relation to physician leadership in the context of wellness, and few have even examined how physician leaders adapt to changes in the health care environment.

The one study examining how physician leaders respond (ie, demonstration of agency) to changing environments was limited to a case study of a clinical outcome in the context of a quality improvement initiative. This case study examined the collective agency of various physician and non-physician stakeholders in the establishment of a new integrative clinical program in a Canadian Health region. This longitudinal study over four years described not only the successful outcome of change but alluded to physicians changing their attitudes toward working more collaboratively with non-physician stakeholders. Although specific adaptive and reflective behaviors were not described, intent and planning could be discerned from the descriptions.34 Therefore, although this case study examined a few agentic responses by physicians that resulted in the successful accomplishment of a change initiative, it did not fully describe change through the full spectrum of agency. One useful model of agency and its effects on the environment was proposed by Yoon and can form the basis of understanding how physician leadership agency interacts with the environment to accomplish change.35

Perhaps, the dearth of studies identifying agency behaviors in relation to change in physician leaders is not surprising since physician leadership challenges are many and include conflicts and constraints such as identity issues related to the optimal balance between clinical and business goals, feelings of exclusion from the decision-making process, personal sacrifice of leadership training, and barriers to boundary crossing to accomplish objectives.36,37 The physician leader faced with the daunting challenges of change-related behaviors inherent in improving the wellness environment may not be inspired or motivated to lead these initiatives due to their lack of agency or a closely related sense of a lack of self-efficacy (Appendix 2).31

In conclusion, our study on leadership and burnout at an academic medical center demonstrated findings consistent with those in the literature, but additionally revealed the key concept of a lack of agency or an agency gap in change behaviors in accomplishing goals. Many studies have shown that effective relationships between leaders and followers are important in ameliorating burnout; however, this study showed that other leadership behaviors are important as well. In this rapidly changing health care environment, physician leadership that is adaptive and demonstrates individual and collective leadership in achieving the needed change requirements for wellness (ie, demonstrating agency for change) is sorely needed.35 More research into identifying and evaluating agency gaps and their associated factors in physician leaders is needed to better improve the health care environment of wellness for those frontline physicians. As a part of our institution’s professional development initiative, developing physician leadership agency using systems approaches is currently being taught and evaluated.

**Limitations**

Generalization of these findings to other institutions should be made with caution. The small number of interviewees limits its generalizability to other institutions as the first ten interviewees were set as the cutoff. It is not known if more interviews would have affected the results discovered. In addition, although burnout conditions seem similar today compared to the period of collection for this study, it is not known if the burnout environment or the physician leadership environment has changed.
significantly to affect the results. Although the feasibility and acceptability of conducting interviews via Zoom has been documented, potential technical difficulties may have arisen that would not have been encountered in a face-to-face context.\textsuperscript{38} The interviewer, however, did not report any technical problems. Furthermore, because of the anonymized and confidential nature of the study, one could not determine the demographic factors of the interviewees. Therefore, there may have been unforeseen selection bias of participants despite the random selection process.

The meaning and definitions of agency used in our study may not be the same as those described in the literature.\textsuperscript{22,39,40} For example, our use of agency considers the four elements of agency which have not been consistently used in studies of agency in the health care literature. In several studies assessing distributive leadership, the understanding of Bandura’s framework was limited to intent and initiation of action to address a clinical change initiative.\textsuperscript{34} The extent of assessing adaptation of a plan to the environment and reflection on the results were not evident. Therefore, our definition of agency may differ from other definitions. Uniformity of understanding of this concept is needed to better compare studies of agency between institutions and environments.

Finally, the activities of our physician population include caring for patients at a safety net hospital. Extrapolation of these findings to non-safety net organizations may not be appropriate as the needs and challenges faced in these environments may be different and therefore the interviewees’ answers may not apply to other academic medical centers not affiliated with safety net health care systems.
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